Unique Experiences at Pinacoteca di Brera

Mandarin Oriental, Milan is delighted to offer its guest a unique insight into Milan’s prestigious Pinacoteca di Brera, the city’s main public art gallery and house of the world’s most important collections of North Italian art, with works from Piero della Francesca to Caravaggio.

Head behind the scenes at the Museum, thanks to a newly forged collaboration that is the first of its kind.

Mondays at the Pinacoteca

Up to fifteen guests can gain private access to the museum on Mondays, when it is closed to the public, and enjoy the collection at their own pace. A donation to the museum is included in the ticket price. Advance bookings necessary (three weeks’ notice required). EUR 250 per person; minimum four participants.

Tours with Conservators

Guests can join a private tour of the gallery led by conservators. Visitors will learn about the aesthetic aspects of restoring masterpieces, including Raphael's The Marriage of the Virgin (Lo Sposalizio della Vergine) and Titian's Portrait of Count Antonio Porcia (Ritratto del Conte Porcia), and discover which works are currently under restoration. EUR 600 per person; minimum four participants.

Private Evening Tours & Events

The museum is available for evening venue hire and private group tours. The elegant interiors make an exceptional setting for hosting events. Rates start from EUR 3000.

Advance booking is required for all tours.

For tour bookings, call the Concierge at +39 0287318888 or email momln-concierge@mohg.com